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Abstract. The paper presents a state-of-the art overview of algorithms and software for analysis and
modelling of linear descriptor systems. The presentation focuses on algorithms for which reliable software
implementations are already available. Most of mentioned software tools belong to a small Fortran subroutines library, called DESCRIPT, developed by the author. This library contains robust implementation of
numerically reliable algorithms covering the basic computational problems in analysis and modelling of
descriptor systems. DESCRIPT is the first systematized collection of software tools dedicated to descriptor
systems. The analysis and modelling facilities for descriptor systems available in the interactive package
CASAM are based exclusively on the subroutines from DESCRIPT.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, the development of reliable
numerical algorithms for analysis and modelling of
descriptor systems was an active area of research.
The need for such algorithms arises primarily from
an increased theoretical and practical interest for
this more general system description. However,
many standard state-space systems problems lead
naturally to descriptor systems formulations and
therefore can be reliably solved by only using
descriptor systems computational techniques. A
special application area of descriptor systems is in
numerical manipulation of rational and polynomial
matrices. Operations with such matrices like sum,
product, rational inverse, greatest common divisor,
etc. can be easily expressed in terms of equivalent
descriptor systems operations.
Surprisingly, very few software implementations
of algorithms for descriptor systems are reported in
the literature. Several subroutines dealing with
linear matrix pencils are available in the SLICOT
library [l] and thus are suitable for solving some
descriptor systems analysis problems. The new
releases of the BIMAS [2], [4] and BIMASC [3], [4]
libraries also includes software intended for
descriptor systems.
In this paper we shall frequently refer to a small
Fortran library, called DESCRIPT, containing
exclusively subroutines dedicated to solve computational problems arising in the analysis and modelling of descriptor systems. This library originates
from the routines available in BIMAS and BIMASC
libraries and completed with new subroutines

implementing newer algorithms. DESCRIPT is a
stand alone library containing robust implementations of many sophisticated algorithms which are
for the first time available as a systematized collection of software tools exclusively devoted to descriptor systems. The routines from DESCRIPT are
also available, with proper interfaces, in the last
release of the RASP Control Library [5]. These
routines also underlaid the new analysis and modelling facilities provided for descriptor systems in the
interactive package CASAM [S].
The purpose of this paper is to give an up to
date overview of existing numerically reliable algorithms for solving computational problems encountered in the analysis and modelling of descriptor
systems. Due to space limitations, the presentation
is restricted only to algorithms for which reliable
software implementations are already available. The
discussion focuses around the software tools available in the DESCRIPT library, but also the software available in SLICOT will be mentioned. A
short description of the interactive package
CASAM is also included.

SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS
Consider the linear descriptor system
EXx(t) = Ax(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)

+ Bu(t)

+ Du(t)

where E , A are nxn matrices, B is an nxm matrix,
C is an pxn matrix and D is an pxm matrix, and
where X is either the differential operator d/dt or
the advance operator z , depending on the type of

the system. Generally, the matrix E can be singular, but we shall assume in what follows that the
pencil XE-A is regular, that is, det(XE-A)#O. The
system (1) will be alternatively referred to as the
quadruple {XE-A,B,CID}
or as the triple
{XE-A,BIC} if D = 0. Its transfer-function matrix
(TFM) is the pxm rational matrix
G(X) = C(XI-A)-'B

+D .

---

Two systems {XE-A,B,C}
whose matrices are related by
I

XE-A

was proposed in [12] and software for this method
is available in SLICOT.
6. Reduction of the system {XE-A,B,C} to the
orthogonal controllability form (OCF)

r

n- r

(2)
and {XE-A,B,C}

-

= Q(XE-A)Z, B = QB, C = CZ,

(3)

where Q and Z are square invertible matrices, are
called similar and the transformation (3) is called a
similarity transformation. Note that similar systems
with same D have the same TFM.
The similarity transformations are the basic
preprocessing tools for most of the analysis and
modelling
problems
addressed
later.
From
numerical point of view, it is important that the
transformation
matrices Q and Z to be
well-conditioned (ideally orthogonal) matrices.
Many useful reductions of systems matrices to
special condensed forms can be done by using
exclusively orthogonal transformations. The following transformations using an orthogonal pair (Q,Z)
are implemented in DESCRIPT:
1. Reductions of E to upper-triangular form by
using the QR or RQ decompositions of E [7].
2. Reduction of E to a diagonal form by using
the singular value decomposition of E [7].
3. Reduction of the pair (A,E) to the generalized
Hessenberg form (GHF) or the generalized real
Schur form (GRSF) by using the QZ-algorithm [8].
Software for computing the complete QZ-decomposition of a pair (AIE) is available also in SLICOT.
4. Reordering of the generalized eigenvalues of a
pair (AIE) in GRSF such that

where ~ A I I , E I I n
) a(A22,E22) = 4 and a(A11,Ed
C r, a given symmetric region of the complex plane
(o(A,E) denotes the generalized eigenvalues of the
pair (A,E)). The reordering algorithm was proposed
in [9] and corresponding software is also available
in SLICOT.
5. Finite-infinite spectrum separation of the
pair (A,E) in the form (4),where the pair (A11,Eii)
has only finite generalized eigenvalues (El1 is
invertible) and the pair (A22,E22) has only infinite
generalized eigenvalues (E22 nilpotent, A22 invertible). The implemented algorithm in DESCRIPT is
presented in [lo] and is based on a more general
procedure proposed in [ll].A more efficient method
(of complexity O(n3)) to compute this separation

where the system { XEc-Ac,Bc,Cc} is controllable.
The implemented algorithm was proposed in [13]
and has complexity O(n3). Earlier proposed
algorithms (as for instance those in [14] or [15])
have 0 (n4) computational complexity .
A,€urther reduction of pencil (4) t o a block-diagonal form is only possible by using a non-orthogonal similarity transformation. The off-diagonal
term in (4) can be annihilated by pre- and

[:I;-

[:3

post-multiplying of (4) with
and
respectively, where L and R satisfy the generalized
Sylvester equations

A numerically reliable algorithm to solve (6) was
proposed in [16] and corresponding software is
available in SLICOT. The reduction of the pair
(A,E) to a block-diagonal form has applications in
computing additive decompositions of rational
matrices with respect to specified regions [17]. In
particular] by using the block -diagonal form
resulting from a finite-infinite spectrum separation,
it is possible to separate the proper and the
polynomial parts of a given TFM.

ANALYSIS OF DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS
Typical computational analysis problems consist
of determining by using reliable numerical methods
systems properties as for example stability]
controllability, observability, etc. or evaluating
system specific parameters as for instance poles and
zeros, frequency responses etc. Many of the
condensed forms obtainable by the above presented
similarity transformations are useful in performing
such computations.
The stability of a descriptor system can be
assessed on the basis of poles, computed as the
generalized eigenvalues of the pair (A,E) by using
the QZ-algorithm.
The controllability can be
determined on the basis of the OCF (5). If the
system is uncontrollable (n#r), the stabilizability of
the system can be assessed by computing the
uncontrollable poles of the system (the generalized

eigenvalues of the pair (Anc,Enc)). The impulsive
or impulse-free behavior of a descriptor system can
be easily determined from the finite-infinite
spectrum separation. The frequency response
G(ju) = C(juI-A)-lB

+D

can be efficiently evaluated for various frequency
values after a preliminary reduction of the pair
(A,E) t o the GHF. Many other analysis problems
(see for example [18]) can be addressed by using or
extending the previous algorithms.
Of particular interest for the analysis of
descriptor systems is the computation of zeros,
defined as the Smith zeros of the (n+p)x(n+m)
system matrix

(7)
A numerically reliable method to compute the
system zeros can be viewed as a powerful analysis
tool because properties of the system (1) as for
instance stability, controllability, stabilizability,
observability or detectability can be easily assessed
by computing the zeros of particular system
matrices (for p = 0 and/or m = 0).
A general algorithm for computing both finite
and infinite zeros is based on the reduction of
pencil (7) to the Kronecker's canonical form, for
which, an efficient and numerically stable algorithm
is described in [12] and corresponding software is
available in SLICOT. For computing only the finite
zeros, a somewhat more efficient numerically stable
algorithm which exploits the structure of the pencil
(7) was proposed in [19]. An implementation of this
algorithm is provided in DESCRIPT. An alternative algorithm proposed in [20], is restricted to
minimal systems and involves a delicate matrix
inversion step.

as those given in [14] or [13]. The resulting descriptor models are generally non-minimal. The computation of minimal order (irreducible) descriptor
representations from non-minimal
ones can be
performed by successively removing the uncontrollable and unobservable parts of the systems. These
eliminations can be performed in a numerically
stable way by using the algorithm which computes
the OCF (5) of a descriptor system [13]. The evaluation of the TFM (2) corresponding to the descriptor system (1) can be also reliably performed by
using the poles-eros
algorithm of [lo]. For all
these computations, robust software implementations are available in DESCRIPT. Numerically
reliable algorithms for computing minimal realizations and for evaluating TFMs have been also
proposed in [21] and [22], respectively.

INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE TOOLS
Facilities for interactive analysis and modelling
of descriptor systems are available in the last release of the interactive package CASAM (Computer
Aided Systems Analysis and Modelling) [S]. All
main computational routines from DESCRIPT are
provided with interactive interfaces and can be
easily accessed by the means of a simple command
language. Each command corresponds to a stand
alone executable program. A flexible data organization allows an easy communication between programs. The IBM PC/AT version of CASAM can be
used to solve problems with 35-40 state variable,
all computations being done in double precision. A
full interface with MATLAB, at the data level, is
also provided. CASAM is apparently the only
existing interactive package offering computational
facilities for analysis and modelling of descriptor
systems.

MODELLING OF DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS
CONCLUSIONS
The computational problems addressed in this
section concerns with conversions between different
generalized systems representations. Besides the
descriptor representation (1) and the TFM representation (2), another description which arises in
pkactice is the polynomial matrix representation
T ( N f ( t ) = U(Nu(t>
Y(t> = V ( 4 S ( t > + W ( 4 u ( t >

5

,

(8)

where
is the so-called internal state and T(X),
U(x), V(X), W(x) are qxq, qxm, pxq and pxm
polynomial matrices, respectively.
Given a TFM or polynomial matrix representation, it easy to construct equivalent descriptor
representations by using straightforward formulas

We presented a succinct up to date overview of
numerically reliable algorithms and associated
software tools for the analysis and modelling of
descriptor systems. Many of mentioned algorithms
have however a wider application area. They are
frequently used, for instance, as preliminary preprocessing steps in controllers and observers synthesis
algorithms. Moreover, many of descriptor systems
techniques have applications in solving problems
arising in the standard s t a t e s p a c e theory. The
Fortran library DESCRIPT and the interactive
package CASAM are apparently the only existing
systematized collections of software tools for handling descriptor systems.
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